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Smart Deals of the Month

Dear Mike,

GE SERVICE

Since spring time brings new life we wanted to provide you with some exciting

new products and interesting low cost ideas to go green and save money too!

Everyone seems to associate going green with higher costs, simply not true. If

we can assist you with products or going green please give us a call at 727-446-

1469, we are here to help. Scroll to bottom for Toner Coupon.

Going, Going Green
Click on the provided iink lor a FREE White

Paper on how easy it is and inexpensive it can

be to go green at your office.

Rethink Green---Every Choice makes a

difference.

Going Green at the Office

REDUCE
RECYCLE

Scanning made affordable
Wow, the HP Scan Jet 3000 is the ticket

for offices seeking a low cost solution for

scanning 100D or less pages per day. At

S399.99 with the S5Q.00 rebate this

device scans 20 pages per minute, has a

50 sheet auto document feeder, duplexes,

and detects double feeds. It is Buyers Lab

pick of the year. Offer expires 5/31/11.

For detailed orocnure on the HP Scan jet

3000
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Samsung ML 3712ND
Move over HP, The Samsung ML 3712ND laser primer has a dual

core processor, anti-jam roller instead of pad, and cranks at 37

pages per minute. It is network ready, duplexes, comes with a

5000 page yield toner. It's as quiet as a refrigerator, kicks out

the first page in 6.5 seconds and clobbers its competitor the HP P2055. If you

need a monochrome laser printer, it is a steel at S289.00. Offer expires

6/30/2011

For detailed brochure on the Samsung ML-3712ND

Did you know that in addition to offering new Samsung, Toshiba, and Sharp

copiers, printers and multifunction machines we also offer Refurbished HP laser
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printers! a great value) Off-Lease copiers too! As Mikey says, try it, you'll like

it!

I love quotes, our quote of the month is: " Try not to be a man of success, but

rather a man of value" [ Albert Einstein) We believe a business Should follow

this advice as well. We always try to bring you great value.

Sincerely,

Mike Farrell

MaWern Group Cartridge Services, Inc.

O3V© For recipients of this email use this coupon to take $5 DO off your next order of Malvern Brand Toner.
Not valid with any other pronioiion Please mention this coupon at lime of order.

$5.00

Offer Expires: 6/30/11
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